
Azure VMware Solution  
Accelerator for Public Sector 
8-Week Implementation 

Extend or migrate your existing VMware Data Centre environment  
seamlessly to Microsoft Azure with Azure VMware Solution and Advania

Why choose Advania?

As an Azure Expert MSP, Advania is authorised to manage your application for 
the Azure Migrate and Modernise programme for AVS to bring skills building, 
cost-effective offers and incentives (be it subsidised services or Azure credits) 
which will help offset transition costs.

We hold Microsoft’s Azure VMware Solution specialisation, assuring you of the 
highest standards for Azure service delivery and support. And with expertise 
across Microsoft 365, Security and Business Applications, we’re also able to 
support your broader digital transformation journey with  
Microsoft technologies.

 Advania will provide accredited consulting and engineering expertise 
from our Azure Cloud Centre of Excellence to kick-start  
your project. Our fully project-managed, proven methodology,  
coupled with collaboration with your internal teams, will ensure that the 
business and technical objectives are clear for all stakeholders before 
activities commence.

 The Azure VMware Solution Accelerator follows our PUBSEC 
methodology and provides our clients with clarity and assurance through 
the design and deployment process to establish a VMware environment 
in your own private cloud powered by Microsoft Azure. 

 In 8 weeks (subject to client stakeholder availability), we will deliver your 
AVS environment integrated with your on-premises data centre and 
conduct a pilot migration wave with performance testing to ensure your 
team is positioned for successful ongoing migrations.

What our AVS Accelerator gives you

 Healthcare Payors need to accelerate 
digital workplace modernisation 
programmes to optimise care 
management. Providers are striving to 
empower health team collaboration 
and enhance patient experiences.

 In Education, hybrid and blended 
learning through modern campus 
experiences and cloud-powered 
advanced research are high on  
the agenda.

 Government Departments must 
deploy environmentally sustainable 
solutions with next-level security and 
build applications that optimise public 
services and experiences.

In the Public Sector, 
technologies must align  
with a myriad of priorities 
and deliver clear ROI.

Azure VMware Solution (AVS) provides the 
initial step in your modernisation journey, 
delivering a highly scalable, sustainable, 
and secure platform whilst making it 
simpler to access higher value native Azure 
services. These will facilitate the build and 
development of your future applications and 
unlock the potential of your data.
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